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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Antoni Arola

Moaré Suspension Light by Santa
& Cole

Incredibly versatile, the Moare lights can be configured in various
combinations. The suspension lights, designed by Antoni Arola,
take their name from the Moiré effect; an iridescent illusion of the
water. Arola is a distinguished designer whose products are
unique and brilliant, from the simplest to the most complicated,
and was awarded the Spanish National Design Prize in 2003.

Emulating the Moiré effect, the Moare suspension light have
shades hidden one within the other, creating an optical illusion of
ambience. A 3m cable allows for installation in high ceiling
settings and the included three light bulbs within the inner diffuser
offer a warm and diffused light. The suspensions light are
available in the following configurations:

MS - small shade within a medium shade
LM- medium shade within a large shade
XL - large shade within an extra large shade
M - medium shade
L - large shade
X - extra large shade

All cylindrical shades are available in a white, red, grey or black
finish, allowing you to create endless combinations to suit your
interior décor. The Moare lights can be installed in any residential
space, above the dining table, kitchen, hallways, or even in small
and large commercial spaces.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/santa-cole-moare-suspension/12411


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 3 x Max 12W E27 LED (included)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via mains phase dimming.

Dimensions: Moaré MS
Ø35cm x 34cm inner shade
Ø46cm x 45cm outer shade

Moaré LM
Ø46cm x 45cm inner shade
Ø62cm x 60cm outer shade

Moaré XL
Ø62cm x 60cm inner shade
Ø83cm x 81cm outer shade

Moaré M
Ø46cm x 45cm shade

Moaré L
Ø60cm x 62cm shade

Moaré X
Ø83cm x 81cm shade

Ø8cm ceiling canopy
300cm cable length
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